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 10 

Efforts to improve sea level forecasting on a warming planet have focused on determining 11 
the temperature, sea level and extent of polar ice sheets during Earth’s past interglacial 12 
warm periods1-3. At ~400 thousand years before present, during the interglacial period 13 
known as Marine Isotopic Stage 11 (MIS 11), the Earth, globally was 1-2°C warmer2 and sea 14 
level was 6-13m1,3 higher.  Sea level estimates in excess of ~10m, however, have been 15 
discounted as these require contribution from the East Antarctic Ice Sheet3, which has been 16 
argued to have remained stable at MIS 11 and for millions of years prior4,5. Here, we show 17 
how the evolution of 234U enrichment within subglacial waters of East Antarctica records the 18 
ice sheet response to MIS 11 warming. Within the Wilkes Basin, subglacial chemical 19 
precipitates of opal and calcite record the accumulation of 234U, the product of rock-water 20 
contact within an isolated subglacial reservoir, up to 20 times higher than marine waters. 21 
The timescales of 234U enrichment place the inception of this reservoir to MIS 11. Informed 22 
by the observed 234U cycling in the Laurentide ice sheet, where 234U accumulated during 23 
periods of ice stability6 and was purged in response to deglaciation7, we interpret our East 24 
Antarctic dataset to record ice loss within the Wilkes Basin at MIS 11. The 234U ingrowth 25 
within the Wilkes Basin is shared by the McMurdo Dry Valley brines8-10, supporting11 brine 26 
origination beneath the adjacent East Antarctic ice sheet. The requirement that brine salts10 27 
and bacteria12 are from marine waters implies that MIS 11 ice loss was coupled with marine 28 
flooding. Collectively these data indicate that during one of the warmest Pleistocene 29 
interglacials, the ice sheet margin at the Wilkes Basin retreated to the proximity of the 30 
precipitate location,  ~700km inland from the current  position, which assuming current ice 31 
volumes, would contribute  ~3-4m13 to global seas. 32 

 33 

Introduction 34 
Large uncertainties in reconstructions of sea level highstands during Earth’s past warm interglacial 35 
periods, as well as in the predictions of future sea level rise, result in part, from the poorly 36 
constrained climate sensitivity of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS). The EAIS is the world’s 37 
largest freshwater reservoir and ice loss in response to a warming climate is expected to be focused 38 
on the low elevation basins most susceptible to grounding line retreat, including the Wilkes, 39 
Pensacola and Aurora Basins14, which can collectively contribute 8-10 m in sea level rise15 (Fig. 40 
1). Yet an idea that has prevailed for decades, argues that the EAIS has remained stable on million-41 
year timescales4,5. The apparent stability of East Antarctica is inferred primarily from the 42 
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preservation of ancient glacial features, slow erosion and a lack of evidence for major melting 43 
within the Transantarctic Mountains4,5, the polar desert range that borders the EAIS (Fig. 1). And 44 
while this result was initially supported by ice sheet models that required unrealistic warming (>10 45 
°C) to yield ice loss16, recent models that incorporate ice-ocean interactions do predict an East 46 
Antarctic response to modest warming within low elevation basins, including the Wilkes Basin 47 
while preserving ice in the Transantarctics13,14. The susceptibility of the marine basins to 48 
deglaciation has gained support from observations gathered from Pleistocene sediment cores 49 
collected offshore of the Wilkes Basin17. These data reveal oscillations in the provenance of detrital 50 
sediment that have been interpreted to reflect a shift from coastal to on-continent erosion driven 51 
by Wilkes Basin ice loss during interglacial periods MIS 5, 9 and 11 that was greater than the ice 52 
loss observed in the Holocene. Despite these theoretical advances and observations that have 53 
shifted scientific views towards a more dynamic EAIS, neither the computational models nor 54 
offshore sedimentary records are capable of determining both the timing and magnitude of EAIS 55 
deglaciation during Pleistocene interglacials. These past interglacial warm periods are 56 
characterized by global warming of 1-2 °C above preindustrial temperatures, a significant warming 57 
increase that is analogous to projected near future climate1. Any additional means for recognizing 58 
the timing and magnitude of past ice loss events for East Antarctica in response to warming, may 59 
clarify the height of sea level highstands in both the past and future.  60 
 61 
Such additional methods for documenting ice sheet collapse have recently been developed by Chen 62 
and others7 who showed that the collapse of the Laurentide ice sheet at 15-20 thousand years ago 63 
(ka) was associated with a transient 3 ‰ increase in the δ234U (δ234U = [(234U/238U) AR -1 ]∙1000) 64 
composition of Atlantic waters relative to modern seawater. Aqueous enrichment in 234U above 65 
secular equilibrium (δ234U = 0 ‰) reflects rock-water interaction18 and in glacial systems may be 66 
attributed to the recoil-injection of 234U into basal ice and subglacial waters incurred during the α-67 
decay of parent 238U housed within debris-laden basal ice and subglacial sediments (Fig. 2, inset). 68 
From the change in ocean water compositions, Chen and others7 inferred that a reservoir strongly 69 
enriched in 234U within the Laurentide ice sheet was flushed rapidly into the ocean during early 70 
phases of the last glacial termination. They pointed to the brines of the McMurdo Dry Valleys, 71 
Antarctica, which currently exhibit δ234U compositions greater than 3000 ‰8,10, as a possible 72 
analog to the Laurentide 234U-enriched reservoir. 73 
 74 
Results 75 
 76 
Here, we report results from a new Antarctic archive of δ234U compositions: chemical precipitates 77 
formed in subglacial aquatic environments beneath the EAIS. These aqueous chemical precipitates 78 
form as a byproduct of subglacial freezing, a process that consumes subglacial waters, 79 
concentrating solutes to the point of calcite 19,20 or amorphous silica/opal21,22 precipitation. The 80 
oxygen compositions of Antarctic calcite precipitates are among the most 18O depleted 81 
compositions on Earth20,23,24, which confirms their precipitation from Antarctic subglacial 82 
waters23. Precipitates sampled from either deglaciated bedrock surfaces23,24 or from exposed 83 
sections of basal ice/moraines20,25, place the location of precipitate formation beneath the ice. 84 
Because they can be dated by 234U-230Th methods (see methods), these precipitates record the δ234U 85 
of subglacial waters at the time of sample precipitation (δ234Ui) and collectively reveal that 234U 86 
enrichment is not limited to the waters of the McMurdo Dry Valleys alone, but rather, is observed 87 
to be both geographically and temporally ubiquitous in the aquatic environments of East Antarctica 88 
(Fig. 1).  89 
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 90 
Figure 1 shows the distribution of both new (Table 1) and existing24-26 U-series data for five EAIS 91 
precipitate locations, four of which border the EAIS along the Transantarctic Mountains within 92 
the Pensacola and Wilkes Basin and a fifth within the Aurora basin. Precipitates from each of these 93 
locations exhibit δ234Ui compositions well in excess of secular equilibrium and marine 94 
compositions (δ234U = 145 ‰ 27, Fig. 1). These observations imply that subglacial waters are the 95 
source and cause of change in marine δ234U7 at 15-20 ka and inform us that basal waters from the 96 
Laurentide ice sheet were flushed in advance of large-scale deglaciation.  A comparison between 97 
the 234U-230Th date and the δ234Ui for EAIS precipitates yields an apparent shared history for this 98 
continent-scale compilation that is characterized by 234U accumulation with δ234Ui increasing by 99 
>2000 ‰ over the last ~300 ka (Fig. 3). Part of this long-term archive of 234U accumulation is 100 
recorded in a singular geographic location by a subglacial precipitate sample from Elephant 101 
Moraine (PRR50489). This centimeter-thick sample of layered opal and calcite has been dated at 102 
multiple horizons, revealing 234U-230Th dates that span from 265 to 150 ka and record changes of 103 
δ234Ui within the subglacial waters of the Wilkes subglacial basin of >700 ‰ (Fig 3). An additional 104 
sample from Elephant Moraine (PRR39222), also exhibits variations in δ234U with stratigraphic 105 
position. Though low U/Th for PRR39222 inhibits a reliable age determination, the measured 106 
δ234U values, uncorrected for 234U decay, are ~40-140 ‰ and correlate with stratigraphic position 107 
(top = higher δ234U, Table 1). With the formation time unknown, we can instead model the δ234Ui 108 
values for 0-450 ka formation for both the sample top and bottom (Fig. 3, purple curves). If we 109 
assume sample precipitation rates (0.5 – 5 mm/ka) similar to Antarctic calcite dated by U-Th 110 
methods (e.g. PRR50489) we can define a formation duration for PRR39222 (45 mm) of ~10-90 111 
ka.  Assuming these durations, along with the requirement that the sample bottom and top 112 
intersects the purple curves shown in figure 3, permits definition of possible δ234Ui ingrowth 113 
histories (black arrows, Fig. 3). We find that possible ingrowth histories are congruent with the 114 
shared δ234Ui ingrowth history for the region if this sample formed at ~400 ka (Extended data Fig. 115 
3) but incongruent at earlier formation times (Extended data Fig. 3).  And while uncertainty on the 116 
age of PRR39222 remains, the occurrence of low δ234U (<500 ‰) in subglacial fluids is apparently 117 
rare (Fig. 3), having been identified in this region only in samples older than ~300 ka (with the 118 
exception of a single outlier in the Taylor Valley dataset). This suggests that PRR39222 records 119 
the ingrowth of 234U within Wilkes Basin waters at ~300-400 ka. 120 
 121 
As introduced above, 234U enrichment has been recorded in waters of the McMurdo Dry Valleys 122 
(MDV). The MDV are the largest ice-free area of Antarctica, where land terminating glaciers 123 
permit subglacial brines to emanate onto the surface or into proglacial lakes11. The source of MDV 124 
fluids has been extensively studied: the geochemistry10, isotopic composition28 and bacterial 125 
ecosystems12 all point to origination from a marine flooding event that occurred prior to isolation 126 
of fluids from the atmosphere on timescales greater than 200 ka29,30 (see methods for further 127 
discussion). Citing observations of ancient preserved features and slow erosion within the 128 
Transantarctic mountains4,5, the timing of the marine incursion associated with MDV brines has 129 
often been relegated to occurring millions of years ago in the warmer Miocene climate10,12.  130 
Modern MDV brines and surface lakes found in both Taylor and Wright valley, however, are 131 
observed to share characteristics with fluids beneath the EAIS: they are currently strongly enriched 132 
in 234U (Fig. 1, δ234U >3000 ‰) 8,10. Carbonates that formed within past proglacial lakes of Taylor 133 
Valley also record elevated δ234U values9, suggesting that these paleolakes, like modern Lake 134 
Bonney11, were also fed by subglacial waters. Similar to the subglacial precipitates in the EAIS, 135 
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we note that the existing data for these MDV lake carbonates document an increase in δ234Ui over 136 
the last ~300 thousand years (Fig. 3a). This coevolution of δ234U in MDV and EAIS fluids supports 137 
the view that MDV brines are much younger than the Miocene and have been sourced from 138 
subglacial EAIS fluids within the Wilkes Basin that have been cryoconcentrated in transit by 139 
subglacial freezing11.  140 
 141 
The accumulation to high values (>3000 ‰) and the evolution of δ234Ui with time as recorded by 142 
EAIS precipitates, MDV lake carbonates and modern fluids both match the model predictions of 143 
234U ingrowth by direct injection into fluids during the decay of 238U housed within subglacial 144 
sediments (Fig. 2 and supplementary information (SI)). Collectively, these data point to a 145 
subglacial water reservoir starting with low δ234U compositions that have increased by 234U recoil 146 
ejection from sediments but has not yet reached a steady state δ234U composition, which is attained 147 
after >1 million years of rock-water contact (Fig. 2). To place an estimate on the duration of rock-148 
water contact, we employ a model that simulates 234U ingrowth histories from α-recoil and explores 149 
two key variables: the onset time and the steady state δ234U (δ234USS) (see SI). A number of physical 150 
variables influence the rate of 234U ingrowth and δ234USS, including sediment grain size, uranium 151 
content and porosity (Fig. 2).  For our purposes of estimating the timing of reservoir inception, we 152 
need not uniquely determine any of these reservoir traits which, given their occurrence beneath the 153 
EAIS, are poorly known. Rather, we can explore extreme ranges of all variables via their net effect 154 
on δ234USS and identify, using a maximum likelihood test, the model ingrowth histories that best 155 
match the measured data. However, it is expected that the physical traits controlling 234U 156 
accumulation differ from one subglacial reservoir to the next (Fig. 2). For example, the ~2000 ‰ 157 
range in δ234U observed between modern waters and young (<25 ka) precipitates from across East 158 
Antarctica likely reflects differences in the sediment characteristics between these geographically 159 
and geologically distinct regions (Fig. 3). This heterogeneity does not apply to sample PRR50489, 160 
a centimeter-thick sample that provides a >100 ka record of 234U accumulation beneath the ice in 161 
a singular location. Using a maximum likelihood test, we compare the measured results for 162 
PRR50489 with model simulations of 234U ingrowth for a range of reservoir isolation times (100-163 
800 ka), initial δ234U for the subglacial reservoir (0-1500 ‰) and δ234USS (2000-9000 ‰). The 164 
uncertainty in the timing of reservoir isolation is dominated by the possible range of initial δ234U 165 
compositions for the reservoir. Assuming values as low as those observed in sample PRR39222 or 166 
marine compositions (145 ‰), best-fit paths correspond to reservoir inception times of 435 +20/-167 
25 ka (95% confidence interval, χν2=3.9) (Fig. 3b,c). If the reservoir were initially enriched in 234U, 168 
perhaps up to 500 ‰ as in the oldest carbonates found in Taylor Valley the best fit path is shifted 169 
with an inception time of 390 +25/-15 ka (95% confidence interval, χν2=3.9) (Fig. 3c). Thus, even 170 
assuming a range of initial δ234U compositions that lie between sample PRR39222 and the oldest 171 
Taylor Valley carbonates, we identify a reservoir inception time coincident with Marine Isotope 172 
Stage (MIS) 11. In contrast, for reservoir isolation to have begun during the next interglacial (MIS 173 
9) would require an initial δ234U in subglacial waters of >1000‰ (Fig. 3c), consistent with the 174 
lowest values observed in Elephant Moraine sample PRR50489. The formation of subglacial 175 
samples during subsequent interglacials (MIS 5, 7), along with documented 234U accumulation 176 
during these times, is inconsistent with MIS 5 or 7 ice loss and rather point to an earlier reservoir 177 
isolation that permits 234U accumulation to the values observed. 178 
 179 
 180 
Discussion and Conclusions 181 
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 182 
 183 
Measured data from both EAIS precipitates and carbonates from the McMurdo Dry Valleys 184 
unequivocally record 234U accumulation within fluids that initiated at δ234U values lower than 185 
present (Fig. 3). Our documented accumulation does not reflect a 234U system in steady state (black 186 
dashed, Fig. 3) and are thus inconsistent with fluids that have experienced isolation and contact 187 
with rocks on million-year durations.  Collectively these observations are inconsistent with models 188 
for extreme EAIS stability on million-year timescales. Rather, these data require that the subglacial 189 
reservoir within the low elevation Wilkes Basin began at a lower δ234U and remained at least 190 
partially isolated with respect to uranium for only ~400 ka. Without such isolation 234U would not 191 
have accumulated and requires that over the last ~400 ka, the evacuation and replacement of 234U 192 
enriched fluids from the ice sheet base was exceeded by 234U enrichment. The accumulation of 193 
234U in this isolated to partially isolated reservoir implies ice stability over the last 400 ka. The 194 
lower δ234U values inferred at MIS 10-11, however, imply that the replacement of 234U enriched 195 
fluids, perhaps by flushing of basal waters or ice cap retreat, did outpace 234U ingrowth at this time. 196 
This interpretation of the 234U accumulation record in East Antarctica draws on the observed 234U 197 
cycling in the Laurentide ice sheet, where 234U-enriched subglacial waters were documented at the 198 
peak of Laurentide ice extent/volume (25 ka)6, but the reservoir was released to global oceans in 199 
response to deglaciation7. Though any record of 234U accumulation beneath the EAIS prior to MIS 200 
11 is not reflected in the data presented here, we may infer from the documentation of 234U 201 
enrichment beneath the Laurentide6,7, Cordilleran22, Iceland 31, Greenland 32  and Antarctic ice 202 
masses, that 234U accumulation occurs in response to protracted rock-water contact in an isolated 203 
or partially isolated reservoir. Based on the documented response in Atlantic coral δ234Ui to 204 
Laurentide deglaciation7, we suggest that any pool of pre-MIS 11 234U-rich waters stored beneath 205 
the EAIS as well as Greenland and West Antarctica (discussed below), was released to the oceans, 206 
which may explain, in conjunction with diagenetic effects, why the δ234Ui compositions of MIS 11 207 
corals record a change in marine  δ234Ui compositions33 a factor of 10 greater than the change 208 
recorded7 in response to the most recent deglaciation .  209 
 210 
There are few possible ice sheet responses to MIS 11 warming that may have led to the observed 211 
cycling in δ234U. Increased warming could have led to enhanced glacial ablation on the EAIS, 212 
complete with surface melting, moulin formation and flushing basal waters that reset the 234U 213 
accumulation at the base of the ice. The basal flushing volumes required to lower the δ234U within 214 
subglacial waters are 3-4 orders of magnitude higher than estimates of present subglacial water 215 
volumes (Extended data Fig. 5, methods and SI). The question then becomes: was MIS 11 warming 216 
sufficient to induce such surface melting and meltwater penetration to the bed, within the Wilkes 217 
basin?  Ice sheet models14  and our current climate do not support this response and instead show 218 
that EAIS retreat within the marine basins would have to be driven by ocean-ice interactions, which 219 
would occur prior to reaching sufficient warming to permit surface melting and basal flushing at 220 
such high volumes. In short, polar conditions like today would persist on the ice surface even as 221 
the ice mass retreats within the low elevation marine basins in response to warming oceans. Thus, 222 
an alternative explanation to basal flushing for the observed cycling in δ234U is that the Wilkes 223 
Basin grounding line moved closer to the precipitate sampling locations during MIS 11 as a result 224 
of ice interaction with warming oceans (Fig. 1). Under such a mechanism for removal of 234U 225 
enriched waters, the geographic position of subglacial precipitates could be used to infer whether 226 
ice in a specific location remained stable or was lost at a particular point in time. For example, the 227 
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Elephant Moraine samples derive from a glacial catchment that extends into the Wilkes basin ~700 228 
km inboard from the current grounding line (Fig. 1), implying significant retreat within the Wilkes 229 
Basin at MIS 11.  Such a collapse is plausible: the inland-sloping topography of Wilkes Basin 230 
makes grounding line retreat in this region susceptible to a positive feedback that could produce 231 
more than 800 km of grounding line migration13.  And while basal flushing and grounding line 232 
retreat could work hand-in-hand to some extent,  the width of an ablation zone within a retreating 233 
ice sheet at high latitudes would be sufficiently narrow (<30km)34,35 to render the relative 234 
contribution of flushing to resetting 234U accumulation relatively minor when compared to the 235 
hundreds of kilometers of grounding line migration required to affect the samples studied here. In 236 
other words, these samples are so far inland, and the conditions are still so cold, that grounding 237 
line retreat must be the dominant mechanism for 234U resetting. If ice retreated from Wilkes Basin, 238 
which lies below sea level, it would fill with seawater, replacing or mixing with high δ234U 239 
composition waters. Following MIS 11, the subsequent readvance of ice over marine sediments 240 
with connate seawater would impart marine signatures on subglacial waters, consistent with the 241 
geochemical, isotopic and biogeochemical evidences for marine sourcing of MDV fluids10,12.  In 242 
addition, proposed ice loss at MIS 11 within the Wilkes basin is consistent with glaciological 243 
evidence and with maximum exposure ages at Elephant moraine of ~400 ka (see methods for 244 
further discussion). The accumulation of 234U at Elephant moraine  throughout MIS 5, 7 and very 245 
likely 9 (Fig. 1) suggests that any ice loss during these shorter duration warmer periods, as resolved 246 
by offshore sedimentary records17,  did not reach this far back into the Wilkes Basin. And indeed, 247 
offshore sedimentary archives record a more pronounced on-continent weathering signal during 248 
MIS 11 as compared to subsequent interglacials17.  At the warmer and longer MIS 11 interglacial 249 
the EAIS grounding line must have retreated to the proximity of this sample location, ~700km 250 
inland from the current coastline. A minimum contribution of Wilkes Basin collapse to global sea 251 
level at MIS 11 can be estimated if we assume that : 1) grounding line retreat was not accompanied 252 
by ice sheet thickening, as invoked for warmer Pliocene conditions36, and 2) ice volumes prior to 253 
MIS 11 warming were at least comparable with the current, well-known ice volumes13. Both 254 
assumptions are likely safe. Models predict36 ice thickening during Pliocene warmth where low 255 
sea ice coverage leads to increased precipitation, conditions that do not apply to the colder 256 
Pleistocene.  Similarly, ice volumes within the Wilkes Basin prior to MIS 11 warming are likely 257 
comparable or greater than present. Preceding MIS 11 warming, MIS 12 was one of the coldest 258 
glacial periods of the Pleistocene2 while currently, during one of the warmest Pleistocene 259 
interglacials, the basin contains ice volumes that would contribute an estimated  ~3-4 m13 to global 260 
sea level rise in response to the reported extent of Wilkes Basin grounding line retreat.  261 
 262 
The record presented here tightly brackets the EAIS response to a warming world: 1-2 °C warming 263 
during the long MIS 11 interglacial, the warmest temperatures observed since ~2 Ma, resulted in 264 
hundreds of kilometers of grounding line retreat, while similar temperatures during the subsequent 265 
and shorter MIS 5 and 9 interglacials did not result in a comparable retreat. Our interpretation of 266 
a diminished MIS 11 ice sheet in the Wilkes Basin that contributed meters to global sea level is 267 
also consistent with distal geologic data for sea level during this interglacial. Sea level 268 
reconstructions resulting from MIS 11 warming are up to 4 m higher than the subsequent 269 
interglacials suggesting the Wilkes Basin may account for the difference in sea level highstands.  270 
The 6-13 m3 MIS 11 highstands has been attributed to reflect near complete collapse of the 271 
Greenland (4.5-6 m37) and West Antarctic (3.2-5 m38) ice sheets alone3, which only can account 272 
for a maximum of 11 m. The 700 km of grounding line retreat reported here would very likely 273 
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result in several meters of global sea level rise, suggesting that MIS 11 highstands greater than 11 274 
m and perhaps as high as 13 m may occur in response to 1-2 °C of global warming. 275 
 276 
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Figure 1. Base map of East Antarctica showing bedrock topography from Bedmap239,40 (grey-scale contour) 362 
overlain by the contour line at sea level (0 m). White dots are known subglacial lakes41. Dashed red lines shows 363 
model predicted grounding line in response to 1.8 ºC of ocean warming and corresponds to ice volumes equivalent 364 
to 3-4m of sea level rise13. Subglacial precipitate locations: PM: Pensacola mountains, LC: Lewis Cliff25, EM: 365 
Elephant Moraine, BV: Boggs Valley24, AB: Aurora Basin26, MDV: McMurdo Dry Valley8-10(contemporary waters 366 
and lake carbonates) SW: Seawater8. Data point size indicates age, while color indicates initial δ234U composition. 367 

Figure 2. Model 234U ingrowth histories in waters from injection by alpha-recoil incurred by the decay of 238U 368 
housed within sediments. The 234U system reaches within 1% of steady state before ~1500 ka, after which time the 369 
δ234Ui recorded by precipitates would remain constant over time. If changes in δ234Ui over time are observed this 370 
requires: 1) lower δ234U starting fluids and 2) isolation to permit 234U accumulation. Differences in sediment 371 
characteristics (e.g. porosity, U content) can vary across a continent, thus producing a range in steady state δ234U 372 
(δ234USS). 373 

Figure 3. Measured and modeled 234U ingrowth histories for the Wilkes basin a. Formation age vs. the initial δ234U 374 
for EAIS subglacial precipitates, MDV waters and lake carbonates. Numbered time scale corresponds to Marine 375 
Isotope Stages.  See Figure 1 for locations. All measurement uncertainties are ±2s s.d. Blue and red curves 376 
correspond to maximum likelihood modeled ingrowth curves for sample Elephant Moraine sample PRR50489 377 
where the color indicates the initial δ234U of a subglacial reservoir:  500 ‰ (red) and 100 ‰ (blue) which 378 
correspond to the lowest compositions observed in Taylor Valley and Elephant Moraine (PRR39222), respectively. 379 
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Purple lines show calculated δ234Ui for PRR39222 over 0-450 ka with superimposed δ234U ingrowth histories (black 380 
arrows) from assumed calcite precipitation rates (see Extended Data Fig. 3 for further discussion). Grey curves show 381 
the model projections for scenarios with a 400 ka onset and variations in sediment characteristics from figure 2. 382 
Dashed line in a show the predictions for a 234U system after ~1 My of rock-water contact. The example maximum	383 
likelihood	estimate in (b) assumes an initial δ234U for the reservoir of 145‰ and identifies a best fit path with an 384 
inception time of 435 +20/-25 ka (95% confidence interval, black uncertainty ellipse)  c. Uncertainty in reservoir 385 
inception time is dominated by the initial δ234U of the hydrologic reservoir. Gray polygon outlines 95% confidence 386 
envelope of best-fit conditions.  Independent of initial δ234U of reservoir, best fit curves identify near identical 387 
ingrowth histories and δ234USS (overlapping blue and red curves shown in a).   388 

Methods:  389 
U-series methods: 234U-230Th dates were produced at the UCSC Keck Isotope Laboratory. Samples digestions were 390 
carried out using either 7N HNO3 (calcite) or concentrated HF + HNO3 (opal). Samples were spiked with a 391 
gravimetrically calibrated mixed 229Th-236U tracer and dried down.  U and Th separates were purified using an ion 392 
chromatography procedure that used 1ml of AG1-X8 anion resin. Total procedural blanks for U and Th were < 5 pg 393 
and minor relative to sample sizes. Uranium isotopic measurements were conducted using the IsotopX X62 Thermal 394 
Ionization Mass Spectrometer housed at UCSC and measured uranium as UO2 using a Si-gel emitter. Uranium 395 
compositions were corrected for oxide isobaric interferences following 42. Mass dependent fractionation correction 396 
was applied using a linear correction with correction factor determined from long-term measurement of standards. 397 
Uranium dead times for the Daly were calibrated using NBS U-500.  Accuracy of the uranium method was evaluated 398 
using Uranium standard NBS4321. Extended data figure 4 shows NBS4321 analyses measured over the duration of 399 
this study. Thorium isotopic determinations used the UCSC TIMS, by graphite loading and a Daly peak hopping 400 
routine. Thorium fractionation and deadtime were estimated by running NBS U 500 as a metal.  234U-230Th date 401 
accuracy were tested using MIS 5e coral dated by Hamelin and others43, an in house opal standard in secular 402 
equilibrium and subglacial carbonate precipitate previously dated by Frisia and others24 (Table 3). U-Th ages are 403 
calculated using codes designed at UCSC. Decay constants for all data and models were from Cheng and others44. All 404 
uncertainties are reported at 2s. Mass spectrometry methods are described in greater detail in the supplementary 405 
information. 406 
 407 
Simulating porewater δ234U evolution: The δ234U enrichment in subglacial settings could result from direct injection 408 
or preferential leaching of 234U from glacial sediments into subglacial waters. Preferential leaching of 234U relative to 409 
238U has experimentally been shown to increase fluid δ234U to marine-like compositions on laboratory timescales, 410 
however there is a finite pool of leachable 234U in rocks, such that on longer residence times (>104 yrs) both natural 411 
and experimental waters reveal sub-marine δ234U 45. In the EAIS rather, the accumulation to high δ234U values (4000 412 
‰) and the topology of δ234Ui with time, both match the model predictions of 234U accumulation by direct injection 413 
into fluids incurred during the decay of 238U housed within subglacial sediments. Collectively, these data point to a 414 
subglacial water reservoir that initiated with low δ234U compositions that then increased by 234U recoil-injection but 415 
has yet to reach a steady state δ234U composition, for which the 234U-system, would be attained after approximately 1 416 
million years of rock-water contact.  The time-dependent evolution of 234U in sediment porewaters may be described 417 
by a model presented in the supplementary information. Using this model, simulated 234U/238U fluid evolutions are 418 
evaluated by comparison with the measured data using a maximum likelihood test (also detailed in the supplementary 419 
information).  420 
 421 
The influence of hydrological flushing on d234U of subglacial waters: Our analyses of subglacial precipitates record a 422 
progressive increase in d234U of subglacial waters, from which these precipitates formed, since MIS 11, when the 423 
d234U reservoir has been reset to very low values. We consider here (and within the supplementary information where 424 
the model is described in full with equations) whether this MIS 11 re-setting event may have had to do simply with 425 
an increase in basal melting, e.g., due to thickening of the ice sheet caused by a warming-induced increase in 426 
precipitation46, and the associated increase in hydrological flushing rates of the subglacial water reservoir. The results 427 
of this model show that only very short flushing timescales, <10 years, result in low values of the steady-state activity 428 
ratio. We expect that comparably low values have been reached during the event which reset the d234U values during 429 
MIS 11 (Figure 3). This result applies to other combinations of parameters beyond the ones illustrated in Extended 430 
Data Figure 5. For instance, similar curves can be obtained for a weathering timescale of 10 million years as long as 431 
the 234U ejection factor is about ten times larger than the values shown in the above figure, which would require finer-432 
grained subglacial sediments. It is useful at this point to estimate, for reference, what is the flushing rate for the 433 
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subglacial zone of the modern Antarctic ice sheet. Pattyn41 used a numerical ice sheet model to calculate that basal 434 
melting produces approximately 65 km3 of melt per year. Assuming no significant change in subglacial water storage 435 
and allowing for some losses to infiltration into deep groundwater systems (e.g., 47) and to basal freezing, this means 436 
that the continental-scale hydrological throughflow rate is approximately a few 10s of km3 per year. Dowdeswell and 437 
Siegert 48 estimated that subglacial Antarctic lakes alone contain about 10,000 km3. Another large water reservoir that 438 
is hydrologically connected to the basal meltwater system is the porewater in subglacial tills that exchanges chemical 439 
species through Darcian flow, physical deformation accompanying ice sheet motion, and ionic diffusion (e.g., 49). It 440 
would take less than 2m-thick till layer on average across the entire base of the ice sheet for the porewater reservoir 441 
to amount to an additional 10,000 km3 of subglacial storage, assuming reasonable porosity of 35%. Hence, the total 442 
subglacial water storage is similar to a few tens of thousands of km3. Dividing this volume by the throughflow rate of 443 
a few tens of km3 per year yields an approximate flushing timescale for the modern Antarctic ice sheet of ~1,000 years. 444 
According to Extended data Figure 5, such timescale would allow buildup of steady-state U234 activity ratios 445 
comparable to the ones observed in our samples (1000s of ‰). However, the flushing timescale would have to be 446 
lowered by about 2-3 orders of magnitude, to 1-10 years, to bring the steady-state d234U to values as low as a few 447 
hundred ‰. Although, for simplicity, we have focused here on the discussion of the steady-state d234U, we have also 448 
performed calculations of the time evolution of d234U for a large range of the control parameters f, tf, and, tw. We find 449 
that the flushing timescale is the predominant timescale which controls the rate of d234U convergence towards its 450 
steady-state value. This is particularly the case when the flushing timescale is much shorter than the mean lifetime of 451 
234U (tf << t4 = 354,260 years) because the time-dependent, exponential, terms in Equations 8 and 10 are either 452 
dependent on 1/tf or on the sum (1/tf + 1/t4). When the flushing timescale is short, the 1/t4 term becomes negligibly 453 
small and the evolution of d234U with time depends only on exponential terms governed by t/tf. This means that a 454 
decrease in the flushing timescale to small values, e.g., 1-10 years, from a larger value (e.g., between 100 and 10,000 455 
years) would very quickly bring the subglacial d234U close to its new and lower steady-state value. For instance, d234U 456 
would be within 5% of the steady-state value after only 3-30 years have elapsed following the decrease of the flushing 457 
timescale to 1-10 years.        458 

There is no reason to suspect that the total volume of water stored beneath the ice sheet was lower by 2-3 459 
orders of magnitude during MIS11 than today. In fact, this volume is unlikely to change much through time and 460 
temporal variations in the flushing timescale must be largely controlled by variations in the water throughflow rate, 461 
which would have to increase by 2-3 orders of magnitude compared to today to significantly lower subglacial d234U. 462 
Hence, the ice sheet base would have to be flushed at the rate of ~1,000 to ~10,000 km3 per year as compared to the 463 
modern rate of ~10 km3 per year. This kind of increase cannot be attributed to an increase in basal melting rate, say 464 
due to ice sheet thickening during MIS 11, which at most could increase the throughflow rate by a small factor, e.g., 465 
a factor of two. The only process that can introduce enough water to the ice sheet base to lower the flushing timescale 466 
by a few orders of magnitude is the penetration of surface meltwater to the ice base through moulins and fractures, as 467 
it happens on Greenland ice sheet and temperate mountain glaciers (e.g., 50,51). Indeed, two prior studies of d234U in 468 
subglacial waters from beneath Athabasca Glacier and Greenland ice sheet do show very low values, 3-40 ‰ for the 469 
former52 and 5-270‰ for the latter 32. Athabasca Glacier subglacial zone is flushed on seasonal timescales52 while 470 
Greenland basins examined in 32 can easily have 0.1-10 years timescales compatible with the range of values d234U 471 
observed there (Extended data Figure 5). In Greenland, however, these observed low d234U come from locations were 472 
mean annual temperatures in the ablation zone are warmer than -10ºC whereas most of the East Antarctic ice sheet 473 
surface is an accumulation zone with mean annual temperatures falling between -30ºC and -50ºC (e.g., 53). Occurrence 474 
of sufficient surface melting that would lead to large enough meltwater penetration to the ice base over current 475 
Antarctic accumulation areas would require warming of a few dozens of degrees. Yet, the numerical ice sheet model54 476 
predict retreat of the ice sheet from subglacial basins such as Wilkes and Aurora with a much smaller thermal forcing 477 
accompanying the RCP8.5 scenario. This indicates that these marine-based regions of the ice sheet will experience 478 
grounding line retreat due to ice-ocean interactions before an ablation zone with high surface melt and significant 479 
water penetration to the bed develops over these regions. Therefore, our favored interpretation for the low value of 480 
d234U around the time of MIS 11 is ice sheet retreat followed by seawater intrusion into subglacial basins located 481 
below sea level rather than a dramatic decrease in the flushing timescale that is not accompanied by an ice sheet retreat. 482 
 483 
Sample descriptions and field settings: New data presented here are from samples collected from the Pensacola 484 
Mountains, and Elephant Moraine both within East Antarctica. A total of 3 samples were dated at multiple horizons 485 
(PRR16794, PRR50489, PRR39222). These samples were provided by the Byrd Polar Rock Repository at The Ohio 486 
State University55. Sample PRR16794 at the Pensacola Mountains is entirely calcite, exhibits a fine scale internal 487 
layering related to precipitate growth (Extended Data Fig. 1). The uranium content is 5 ppm. U-Th dates between the 488 
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top and bottom are within uncertainty at ~200 ka but δ234Ui values are resolvable from top to bottom and range from 489 
1875-1990‰ (Table S1). The δ18Osmow of calcite is -9.3‰ (Table 2). Sample PRR50489 at Elephant Moraine consists 490 
of inter-bedded calcite and opal, exhibited in discrete layering related to precipitate growth (Extended Data Fig. 2). 491 
The δ18Osmow of the calcite in this sample is -19.87‰ (Table 2). The uranium content of calcites are <1ppm.  Opal U 492 
concentrations span from 10-30 ppm. U-Th dates for opals between the top and bottom span >100 thousand years in 493 
duration and exhibit δ234Ui values of 1470-2000‰ (Table 1). Sample PRR39222 at Elephant Moraine is a precipitate 494 
of black calcite. Sample PRR39222 consists of calcite sparite crystals that radiate upwards and out from nucleation 495 
surfaces. Organic material is abundant. Silicates are also present but less common. The δ18Osmow of calcite from this 496 
sample is -19.45 ‰ (Table 2). Sample bulk sample Uranium concentrations are <1 ppm and δ234U measured values 497 
range from 40-140‰ and scale with stratigraphic position in the sample (Extended Data Fig. 3, Table 1). The U and 498 
Th composition of a calcite digested in 7N HNO3 will represent a mixture of uranium and thorium sourced from: 1) 499 
the calcite; 2) organics (which are abundant); 3) U and Th adsorbed onto silicates. Because of adsorbed thorium, we 500 
cannot determine a U-Th date and we’ve restricted our interpretation of PRR39222 to the uranium composition alone. 501 
However, the uranium isotopic composition is also a mixture of the 3 above sources but it can be demonstrated that 502 
the uranium sourced from the organics or adsorbed onto the surface of detrital silicates is in isotopic equilibrium with 503 
the waters that produce the calcite. A definitive test as to whether PRR39222 reliably records subglacial fluid 504 
compositions is provided by calcite analysis from sample PRR50489. Unlike PRR39222, PRR50489 has opals that 505 
reliably record the 234U ingrowth within subglacial waters. The calcite measurement from PRR50489 yields values 506 
concordant with the values for opal that lie both stratigraphically above and below (Table 1). This strongly supports 507 
the argument that the bulk calcite digestion, despite having multiple sources of uranium, reliably records the uranium 508 
composition of the waters. The calcite from PRR50489 is very similar to PRR39222 and thus can serve as a proxy. 509 
Similarities include: 1) High Th/U; 2) crystal morphology, of radiating sparite crystals and black color; and 3) nearly 510 
identical δ18O and δ13C (Table 2). 511 

Elephant moraine is a supraglacial moraine—an intra-ice site of sediment and rock accumulation of a once deeply 512 
residing section of dirty basal ice. The exhumation of this basal ice section occurs as East Antarctic ice flows off the 513 
high polar plateau (>2000m), and into the western slopes of the Transantarctic Mountains at an elevation of 120m 514 
below the plateau56. As flowing ice interacts with the underlying bedrock topography this basal layer is transported 515 
upwards towards the ice surface56. Surrounding the moraine is a blue-ice area, where there is significant loss of snow 516 
and ice to sublimation. This blue ice is just a small section of a larger sublimation belt that occurs as the thick ice of 517 
the EAIS flows eastward and is blocked by the Transantarctic Mountains56. The only exception to EAIS termination 518 
within such a sublimation zone is where outlet glaciers are squeezed through the major valleys cutting across the 519 
Transantarctic Mountains, such as Taylor glacier, which occupies Taylor Valley (See below for further discussion).. 520 
The occurrence of upturned ice sections from the base of the EAIS along the western flank of the Transantarctic 521 
mountains is not uncommon.  Several such sections 25,55-58, marked by both blue-ice sections bearing meteorites58 as 522 
well as exhumed dirty basal ice layers which can contain subglacial precipitates such as those found at Elephant 523 
Moraine,  Lewis Cliff 25 and in proximity to the Pensacola Mountains55 (Fig. 1). The subglacial precipitates that form 524 
at the base of the EAIS become frozen into this debris-laden ice layer and are exhumed along with sediments and 525 
clasts. Ice ablation at the surface leaves the precipitate samples “stranded.” The precipitates are relatively rare 526 
compared to other lithologies. It has been suggested by Taylor59 and reviewed by Faure and Mensing56 that the timing 527 
of supraglacial moraine inception is directly linked with the timing of thinning of the East Antarctic ice sheet. These 528 
authors hypothesized that if East Antarctica were thicker the ice flowing over the bedrock protrusion beneath Elephant 529 
moraine would have a more muted surface expression than that of a supraglacial moraine. Under this thick ice 530 
condition, the underlying topography would induce an inflection in the ice surface but would be limited to producing 531 
a “ramp” that may have crevasses and ice pinnacles at its crest. Under such thick-ice conditions, the EAIS dirty basal 532 
ice would not reach the surface. If the ice were to thin in response to climate, the exhumed basal ice would intersect 533 
the surface, initiating the formation of the supraglacial moraine. As such, an estimate on the timing of ice thinning can 534 
be constrained by estimates on the duration for which morainal materials have resided there, which is provided by 535 
exposure dating. Cosmogenic exposure ages exist for meteorites found within proximity (<1km) of the moraine in 536 
blue ice areas. The longest exposed meteorite dates to 370 ka60  suggesting that Elephant Moraine and the thinning of 537 
EAIS ice initiated no sooner than the very end of MIS 11 boundary.  538 

The McMurdo Dry Valleys are the largest rock oasis of Antarctica, where land terminating glaciers permit subglacial 539 
brines to emanate onto the surface or into proglacial lakes11. One of the Dry Valleys, Taylor Valley is occupied by 540 
Taylor Glacier, an outlet glacier of the East Antarctic ice sheet, and is one of the many narrow mountain passes through 541 
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which the East Antarctic ice sheet extrudes as it flows from the high polar plateau towards the coast. Subglacial 542 
discharge reaches the surface at the snout of Taylor Glacier. There hypersaline fluids emanate seasonally in what is 543 
referred to as “Blood Falls” due to the occurrence of iron oxides that form upon oxidation of soluble iron10,12,61. 544 
Subglacial discharge of brines is also detected, geochemically at depth within the proglacial lake (lake Bonney) that 545 
abuts Taylor Glacier8,62. Surveys using airborne transient electromagnetics to image resistivity identify high-solute 546 
liquids connecting Lake Bonney to a subglacial region that extends up glacier for kilometers where increased ice 547 
thickness prevents further detection11. It’s been speculated that these fluids extend the length of Taylor Glacier back 548 
to the East Antarctic ice sheet11.  The δ234U composition of subglacial discharge in Taylor Valley ranges between 549 
3500-5000 ‰ (Fig. 1, 3)8,10. Similarly 234U enriched waters are observed in groundwater fed lakes in Wright Valley 550 
immediately to the north of Taylor Valley8 suggesting that such  subglacial discharge plays a role in the formation and 551 
composition of these lakes as well. Such an observation suggests a shared source for Wright Valley and Taylor Valley 552 
fluids and supports speculation that all MDV fluids are sourced from beneath the EAIS. This fuels further speculation 553 
that such fluids occur throughout the EAIS but are more readily observed in locations where glaciers terminate on 554 
land. Within the MDV lakes, Holocene age carbonates record δ234U compositions similar to modern waters9. Similar 555 
lakes are theorized to occupy Taylor Valley at each interglacial period over the last ~350 ka9. As discussed in the main 556 
text, the δ234U composition of these past carbonates reflects sourcing from a 234U enriched subglacial reservoir and 557 
that this reservoir increases in 234U with time, suggesting a coevolution with fluids within the Wilkes Basin.  In addition 558 
to the age constraints provided by the apparent 234U ingrowth record (Fig. 3), noble gas measurements from the deep 559 
waters of the modern Lake Bonney fed by subglacial discharge11 provide additional age constraints. Excess in both 560 
4He and 40Ar up to 200x atmospheric values point to fluid isolation from the atmosphere and contact with rock on 561 
durations that exceed 200 ka29,30. This is a minimum estimate, as any dilution by surface waters, which do exist in the 562 
shallow waters of Lake Bonney, would yield an apparently younger date. While these workers suggest that such 563 
isolation occurred in situ within lake Bonney, a compelling documentation for glacial advance and retreat on glacial-564 
interglacial timescales9,63,64 which place Taylor Glacier, at times, occupying the extent of Taylor Valley and reaching 565 
the Ross Sea, imply  that Lake Bonney is an ephemeral feature. In short, these waters did not reside in Lake Bonney 566 
for 200 ka because Lake Bonney did not exist then and was filled by ice during the documented expansions of Taylor 567 
Glacier. The detection of subglacial discharge beneath Taylor Glacier provides a solution11—the long term isolation 568 
of fluids occurred not in Lake Bonney but beneath the East Antarctic ice sheet prior to their passage beneath Taylor 569 
Glacier and into the proglacial Lake Bonney. 570 
 571 
 572 
Data availability: All data used are included within the extended data and uploaded to 573 
Earthchem.org DOI: 10.26022/IEDA/111548  574 

Code availability: Any codes used are available upon request  575 
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Extended data captions 648 
 649 
Extended Data Figure 1. Images of sample PRR16794.  Sample shown in (a) plain light (with location of dated 650 
horizons) and (b) SEM/EDS compositional map showing variations in Mn. 651 
 652 
Extended Data Figure 2. Images of sample PRR50489. Sample shown in (a) plain light (with location of dated 653 
horizons) and (b) SEM/EDS compositional map showing Ca and Si. Sample exhibits an angular unconformity, 654 
indicating that the sample physically moved beneath the ice before accumulation begins again.  655 
 656 
Extended Data Figure 3. Model constraints on 234U ingrowth history of PRR39222.  Inset photo: Sample 657 
PRR39222 shown in plain light with location of δ234U measurements. Main plot: The measured the δ234U for 658 
PRR39222 at three horizons, resolves an increasing δ234U from top to bottom (Table 1). Because of the high thorium 659 
contents, we cannot define a formation age and thus cannot identify a reliable initial δ234U. The purple curves in 660 
figure 3 represent the possible δ234Ui values for the top (higher δ234U) and bottom for any formation time. What we 661 
do not know is the absolute time this sample formed or the duration it formed over. However, we do know that: 1) 662 
the δ234Ui for the sample top and bottom must lie on these purple lines; 2) the sample must be younger than ~1.5My 663 
given that the measured δ234U is not in secular equilibrium. In addition to these known conditions, we can assume 664 
that the calcite in PRR39222 likely formed very rapidly as indicated by: 1) morphology, specifically radiating 665 
clusters of blade-like sparite; 2) lack of unconformities; 3) shared δ18O and δ13C composition with rapidly forming 666 
calcite from PRR50489 which is constrained by geochronology. Data from the literature as well as the 667 
geochronologic constrains presented in table 1 provide limits on the rate of sub-ice calcite formation (0.5 668 
mm/ka=shallow, 2 mm/ka middle, 5 mm/ka steep). Given a known sample dimension of 4.5 cm, any assumed 669 
precipitation rate translates to a time duration for sample formation of 10-90 ka. Assuming these durations, along 670 
with the requirement that the sample bottom and top intersects the purple curves shown in figure 3, permits 671 
definition of possible δ234Ui ingrowth histories (black arrows, Fig. 3). The rate of modeled 234U accumulation as 672 
recorded by PRR39222 is strongly controlled by assumed formation age with only a narrow time range yielding 234U 673 
ingrowth histories consistent with the other Wilkes Basin fluid histories.  For example, if the sample were to be have 674 
formed at 1000 ka (3), we predict a change in δ234Ui of ~300% from the top to the bottom of this sample. Such rapid 675 
ingrowth histories result in δ234U compositions that would result in δ234U compositions that far exceeds anything 676 
observed in Antarctica (>6000 ‰). If however, the sample were to have formed at ~400 ka, the projected ingrowth 677 
histories would match both model projections and measured data for the Wilkes Basin. Only scenarios that place 678 
PRR39222 formation at roughly <500 ka yield projected ingrowth histories consistent with the blue curve.   In 679 
addition to the above analysis, the occurrence of low δ234U (<500 ‰) in subglacial fluids is apparently rare, having 680 
been identified in this region only in samples older than ~300 ka. Collectively this suggests that the 234U ingrowth 681 
history recorded by PRR39222 is at least consistent with formation at ~400 ka.  682 

Extended Data Figure 4. Long-term results of measurements of NBS 4321 (5.2919e-5 ± 0.013e-5 (0.25%)) at 683 
UCSC using an IsotopX X62, TIMS. All uncertainties are absolute 2s SD. 684 
 685 
Extended Data Figure 5.  Steady state activity ratio of 234U and 238U as a function of the flushing timescale for 686 
three different values of the 234U ejection factor. The dotted line shows the assumed level of δ234U in meltwater. The 687 
assumed weathering timescale is 100 million years.  688 
 689 
Table 1. U-Series data from EAIS precipitates. All uncertainties are absolute 2s SD. Age uncertainties do not 690 
include decay constant uncertainties.  691 

Table 2. Oxygen and carbon isotopic data from EAIS precipitates measured at the University of California, Santa 692 
Cruz Stable Isotope Laboratory on the Kiel IV and Thermo Mat253.  693 
 694 
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Table 3. U-series standard data collected at UCSC and at bottom, accepted ages. All uncertainties are absolute 2s 695 
SD. Age uncertainties do not include decay constant uncertainties.  696 
 697 
Table 4. Legacy U-series recalculated using refined decay constants 2s SD. Age uncertainties do not include decay 698 
constant uncertainties.  699 
 700 
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